
 
From: Barrett Daliah  
Sent: 07 January 2022 11:50 
To: 'Stewart Gibson' <> 
Cc: Licensing <Licensing.Licensing@haringey.gov.uk> 
Subject: RE: Clasic Restaurant 
 
Hi Stewart, 
 
Thank you for the email. 
I am able to postpone the hearing if that is being formally requested, if need be. However, the fact 
remains that the venue has continued to sell alcohol and provide licensable activity throughout the 
entire time with no regard to compliance with the law. Please see attached pictures of events 

advertised and conducted onsite up to 1st January 2022, with no authorisations being in place.  The 
various flyers show all inclusive prices for food and alcohol, list alcohol that would be 
available onsite, advertises dance performances onsite etc, etc, 
 
The LA is willing to speak with the proposed new DPS but clearly this is deeper than a DPS matter. 

Cornelia Cotlogut is ultimately responsible as the director of the company and it seems 
there is no direction about compliance with the law from the head of the company. 
 
Please discuss with your client and let me know how they intend to deal with the ongoing 
non compliance. If they wish to have the matter postponed please confirm. 
 
Regards 
Daliah Barrett 
Licensing Team Leader 
 
From: Stewart Gibson <>  
Sent: 07 January 2022 11:05 
To: Barrett Daliah <Daliah.Barrett@haringey.gov.uk> 
Subject: FW: Clasic Restaurant 
 
Good morning Daliah. 
 
Happy New Year to you. 
 
I received this email last night from Cornelia Cotlogut, who is the sole director of Soffi & Co Ltd, who 
are the proposed premises licence holders for Clasic Restaurant. 
 
This obviously has a bearing on Monday’s hearing. I am not sure on the best way to proceed. 
 
Could I suggest the hearing is adjourned for a couple of weeks to allow yourselves and the police to 
talk to the new proposed DPS? 
 
Fanica is known to me. I obtained her premises licence for her shop on Barking Road last summer. 
 
It does seem pointless now to hold the hearing given the fact that Alin is no longer involved in the 
business. 
 
Please can you advise. 
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Kind regards 
 
 
Stewart 
 

From: Cornelia Cotlogut < > 
Date: Thursday, 6 January 2022 at 20:59 
To: Stewart Gibson < 
Subject: <no subject> 
 
Good evening Stewart.  
 
It's come to my attention that there has been objections to the companie's premises licence 
application from the police and licensing authorities because of the unacceptable actions of the 
proposed DPS Alin Mandache, I decided to remove him from having any involvement with the 
company and the running of the business.  
 
I would like to replace Alin as the DPS with Fanica Mosescu, licence number: Z01N0477HA/1, 
Waltham Forest Council. 
 
I would like to apologise for the problems that my proposed DPS has caused in the past. 
 
Thanks. 
 


